Nickel Brid ge
Is
Up

Fau nce Resigns For New Post

The office of Director of the News Bureau here at
Colby will be vacant very shortly. Irving Faunce has
submitted his resignation as Director in order to assume
a position with the Associated Industries of Maine.
Mr. Faunce has held the position of Director since 1969 ,
the same year he received his B.A. degree from Colby,
so he is "looking forward to a new and different experience," although he leaves Colby with the best of
feelings.
Mr. Faunce entered Colby in 1963 as a freshman and
remained here throughout that year. Sophomore year,
however, found him away from Colby, employed as a
truck driver by the Gray-Hildreth Wholesale Grocers in
Gardiner , Maine , as well as working as a part-time shoe
salesman. He regards the experience of truck driving
through New England as "one of the most important
aspects" of his education. Mr. Faunce returned to Colby
to complete his sophomore and jun ior years and then
withdrew for one more year , which he spent teaching a

heavy schedule of French and English courses at Belgrade
High School.
After receiving his degree the following year , Mr. Faunce
became the Director of the News Bureau , fillling th e
vacancy left by Earl Smith who had resigned to become
the first Director of Student Activities. Since then
Mr. Faunce has handled all the general and sports publicity of the college, as well as all the hometown news
of the students, has performed various public relations
functions, and has also been college photographer.
Mr. Faunce termed his job here at Colby "enj oyable
and satisfying," "hectic at times, but fun. " He is glad
to have had the opportunity of keeping in contact with
the students, most of whom he has found to be "cooperative" and enthusiastic ," and he also values his association with Colby and the "interesting things going on
here." However , a Maine resident for most of his life
he is eager to become more involved in Maine state
affairs in his new position.
continued on page seven

About a month ago , the Echo included an article
about Waterville 's now famous "Nickel Bridge," the
only toll footbrid ge in the country. The bridge has
been deteriorating rapidly in the past few yearsj and
its continued operation was much in doubt. The
decrepit condition of the structure, exorbitan t repair
costs (in the neighborhood of $100,000), and the death
of Leon Crow ell, the toll collector for the past eleven
years, all contributed to the condemnation of the bridge.
Now , however, the bridge is apparently to be
restored and preserved. This change in attitude has
been triggered primarily by three sources: the reporting of Clayton Laverdiere of the Waterville Sentinel, the efforts of Robert Tonge , the president of
the Ticonic Footbridge Co., which presently owns
t he bridge , and oddly enough, the influence of the
New York Times. The Times carried the news of
Crowell's death , as well as a request for new applicants for the j ob of toll collector .
Soon after the Times article , 'the nickel bridge
was included in the National Registry of Historic
Places. This inclusion may make it possible for the
Ticonic Footbridge Co. to secure some federal funds
to defray renovation costs.
In the Sunday, October 7 issue of the Times , it
was reported that more than a dozen people from

Shuth Spea ks For Public Powe r
No te: The opinions expressed in this article are those
of the lecturer.
The first of a two-part lecture sponsored by the
Junior Class entitled , "The Case for Public Power ,"
focusing on the current controversy concerning the establishment of a Power Authority in Maine was presented on Monday, October 17. Dr. Robert Shuth, a
professor of biology at Bates College, lectured , replacing
Ken Allen , originally scheduled to present the lecture.
He began by stating the purpose of the proposed legislation. This act would create the Power Authority of
Maine , known as PAM , which would generate and transmit electricity, for sale to other electric utility systems
in the United States and Canada , with preference given
to the power requirements of Maine.
The legislature , which had regularly defeated the proposal, was forced to add it to the ballot when 50,000
citizens signed the referendum. Therefore , the bill has
not been subjected to the same amendment process as
an ordinary piece of legislation. If the referendum
passes, however, the legislature may modify it at their
discretion. The referendum has become a political issue.

Individuals tend to follow party lines in their views;
Democrats favor the proposal , while Republicans oppose
it.
This proposal would establish a major state department , known as the Power Authority of Maine , consisting of a council of seven Maine residents , three of
whom would represent various types of utility systems,
and of the seven no more than four may be of the same
party. This would provide a system of checks and balances upon the board .
The Authority must secure federal licences and other
liserices that the Department of Envrionmenta l Protection deems necessary. It also must comply with all state
environmental control laws. The Authority may fix its
own rates , which must be competitive with private utilities, but no state agency will have supervision over
them. Its income would be tax exempted , but after costs
of maintenance and operation have been paid , the profits will be placed in a General Fund to be used in place
of money from property taxes. Annually, the Authority
would prepare a financial statement for the Governor
and Legislature.
continued on page seven

Faculty Vetoes Legislative Review
On Monday, October 15, a meeting of the faculty
voted not to accept, the proposal to establish a
Legislative Review Committee , as defined by the
Committee on Committees and Governance (hereafter
culled CCG). The Review Committee represented the
final , much-revised version of the proposed FacultyStudent Senate which wns the basis of tremendous
controversy at Con Con II.
The Constitutional Convention , held from April
7-9, 1972 , mandated the establishment of the CCG for
the express purpose of setting up a Student-Faculty
Senate. The mandate stemmed from the belief of the
student representatives that governance of a community should be a shared responsibility. This implies

representatio n in voting on issues both academic and
non-academic in nature . The faculty , on the other
hand , felt that the academic matters decided in faculty
meetings were not the province of students. The
argument was rather heated , and finally a majority
of the students walked out.
Ultimately, Con Con II decided on a compromise
resolution , which was the creation of the CCG, which
was assigned specific objectives. These included a
study of all of the college committees, with the purpose
of making recommendations about eliminating extraneous ones, strengthening necessary ones, and clarifying
their functions. In addition , the CCG was to establish
a Colby College Senate , which would legislate both

all over the country had applied for the job . Tonge , of
Waterville, is reviewing all of the applications to find
a suitable toll taker. Mr. Tonge reported that the
bridge takes in enough revenue to pay the tolltaker
$80 a month and expenses for his house and utilities.
The house is a one room structure built into the
bridge. The working hours of the toll taker are from
5:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight , seven days a week. The
duties , outside of collecting the tolls , are to repair
any minor damage to the structure (vandalism is
quite common) and to shovel off the 450 foot span.
Mr. Tonge said that the company has not yet
decided on ;a new toll taker and that the bridge is
unofficially closed until substantial repairs are made.

academic and non-academic matters , review and approve
policies made hy any part of the college , and set up ad
hoc committees to study special issues. This Senate
would consist of twenty faculty members, sixteen students , and four administrators ; the members would elect
their own chairman. Finally, the CCG was directed to
"develop a philosophy for shared responsibility in the
Colby College community between the students , faculty,
administration , and Board of Trustees."
The CCG first met on, October 2, 1972. The members included six students elected by the student body
at large, six fa culty appointed by the faculty, and three
administrators appointed by the President, The group
co n t inue d o n pa g e s even
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(Due to the rapidly changing state of affairs , and our deadlines , the news
below is intended as a basic framework for subsequent events.)
by George Neirberger

International

Last Saturday afternoon ,
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger flew to Moscow
for talks on the Middle
East war. On arriving
in Moscow , Kissinger
went directly to the
Kremlin for talks with
Communist Party leader
Leonid Breshnev. Soviet
sources reported only
that matters "related
to the situation in the Middle East" had been discussed. U.S. sources speculated that the two powers
would propose a truce plan and request a cease fire
in the United Nations.
Meanwhile, fighting in the Middle East continued
unabated. As fighting switched fro m the Golan Heights
to the Sinai Peninsula last week, Israeli forces claimed
to have repelled Egyptian forces on the eastern side of
the Suez Canal. As the week progressed, Israeli
forces continued the raids on the Egyptian held
West Bank of the canal. Israeli military souces reported that more than 250 tanks and 15,000 men had
crossed over the canal and had destroyed Egyptian
missile sites and other military installations, as well
as 70 Egyptian tanks. They also claimed to have moved
within 45 miles of Cairo, the Egyptian capital. Egyptian
cources claimed, however, that Israeli losses were substantial, including the loss of about 85 tanks and 55
halftracks.
Eight Ar „b nations have announced an embargo
of all oil and petroleum supplies destined for the
United Stated in retaliation for Americna military
support for Israel. These countries are Saudi Arabia ,
Libya, Algeria , Abu Dhabi, Kuwait , Bahrain , Qatar ,
and Dubai. Arab imports account for 6% of American
oil supplies. Western Europe and Japan , which buy
almost all of their oil from the Middle Eastern states,
could be seriously effected by shortages if Arabian
plans for an extension of the boycott continue.
Indeed , several Arabian nations have alread y suspended
oil shipments ot Holland , a vocal Israeli supporter.

National

Last Friday, John W. Dean , former White
House counsel pleaded guilty to a reduced charge
of conspiracy to obstruct justice. In return for
the lightened charge, Dean promised to provide
testimony and aid the prosecution in preparing
cases against numerous other Watergate defendents
Later Friday, President Nixon announced that
he had met with Senators Sam Ervin and Howard
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by S. Whilton
Daily between 12:15 and 12:30 this year
there has been and will continue to be a
recital audible to all on the Colby College
campus; the. Carillon bell recitals. The recitals
are performed by Colby students under the
direction of Ms. Adel Heinrich. Together
they have set up a weekly schedule which has
each student performing on one day a week.
On Mondays it's Reginald Blaxton , Tuesdays
Carolyn Cain , Wednesdays Peter Lobombarde,
Thursdays, Holly Ware, Fridays William Tuttle.
The days they can 't play for one reason or
another substitutes take over : Mary Barney,
Winfield Policy, James Morgan, The performing
students are organ students and have been
taught to use the Carillon by Ms. Heinrich,
The Carillon was presented to the
e
lleg
af t er World War II as a memoria l to
co

Baker of the Senate Watergate Committee and his
own attorney, Charles Wright concerning the
Watergate tapes. He also announced that an agreement had been reached between the men concerning a compromise by which the edited information
would be handed over to the committee. According to the compromise reported by Nixon, Senator John Stennis of Mississippi would review the
tapes and present a summary of any material
which he considered relevant to the committee's
inquiry. A ccording to the President , this method
would fulfill the spirit of Judge John Sirica's
ruling of last August concerning the tapes.
Special Watergate Prosecutor Archibald Cox
announced , however, that he would continue
his attempts to get the tapes by continuing his
appeals in the court system and defied an order
from the President to stop his efforts to get the
tapes.
On Saturday, after Senator Ervin announced
that he had misunderstood the agreement with
the President and that he would continue his
efforts ,to hear the tapes, and after Prosecutor
Cox announced that he would continue his battle
in the courts, President Nixon announced through
his press secretary that he had fired Cox and abolished the Watergate task force of which Cox was
the head . It was also announced that Nixon had
accepted the resignation of Attorney Genera l
Elliot L. Richardson and had fired deputy
Attorney General William P. Ruckelshaus. These
actions make the Solicitor General , Robert H.
Bork , the acting Attorney General.
Reaction on Capitol Hill was swift and loud ,
and as expected , along predictable political and
ideological lines, with Republicans generally supporting the President or at least withholding
comment. Various constitutional scholars predict ,
however, that impeachment proceedings beginning
in the House of Representatives are inevitable.
Numerous Congressmen have also announced that
they will sponsor such legislation.
Atlanta , Georgia become the most recent
major American city in recent years to elect a
black may or when Maynard H. Jackson was
elected to that office last Tuesday. Jackson is
a 35-year-old lawyer whose first political experience
was an unsuccessful challenge to Senator H erman
Talmadge in 1968. In the mayora l election ,
Jackson won 22% of the city's white vote and
95% of the black vote, winning an aggregate
vote of 59% over the opposition of the incumbent
mayor who attempted to portray Jackson as
unsympathetic to Atlanta 's white community
and its rapidly growing business community.
Colby 's war dead. It is played on a keyboard which covers two octaves and is
Shulmereich set consisting of 24 bell chimes
which produce authentic bell tones. The noise
intensity has a range of 1-7, and is visually set
at 7 to insure its audibility throughout the
campus.
When the bell chimes are not being used
for recital , they are set to ring automatica lly
on the quarter hour. It has been noted that
there is a difference of 5 minutes between the
library clock and the chapel bells.. However
as the chapel bells are set thrice yearly at
national time, this leads one to conclude that
it is a matter of an unreconcilable difference
between Colby time and that of the rest of the
nation.
The players choose their own music but
the music is usually chosen to present either
the work of one composer, a basic theme, e,
or works from certain hymnals. A student
who has begun playing this year pointed out
that the bells are very simplistic and rely on
straight melody, They are therefore relativ ely

Co-op Wort
Experience ]
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by Malinda Selby
Colby's academic horizons are finally expanding
beyond textbooks and ivy-covered walls; we have recently become a member college in the Institute for
Off-Campus Experience and Cooperative Educa tion.
Other member institutions include Bates, Bowdoin ,
Tufts, Wesleyan , Brown, and other northeastern colleges. The Institute is run under the auspices of
Northeastern University which developed this type
of program in 1909. MIT has given credit for these
course
co-op jobs since 1919 and according to Prof. Steven
Kane even "Harvard tried it but won't admit it!"
The program here at Colby will be coordinated by
Prof. Kane from Northeastern University. He will
find jobs for students interested in taking four to six
months or a year off from their stint here to "broaden
their undergraduate experience " by working, for
salary, at jo bs which coincide with their vocational
interests, serving the community, traveling or doing
independent study. Prof. Kane says he has students
working in the areas such as engineering, pharmacy,
education , law, physical therapy, and nursing. In
fact , there are at this time job openings for a Chemistry major and a Physics major to work in Paris, if
any science majors are interested.
If you are not interested in a vocational job , Mr.
Kane can locate an experiential job for you; for
example, working on a kibbutz in Israel. He has already sent more than 100 students abroad , with France
and Germany offering good opportunities. Other
countries such as Denmark or England are also
possibilities. Prof. Kane says 98% of his students at
Northeastern have found positions and their wages
range from $75 to $136 per week.
The information above pertains generally
to any of the participating colleges in this program.
The specifics at Colby are as follows:
1) This is a college service and it costs the student
nothing.
2) The program is open to any student on campus who
is interested and wants to come back for at least one
more semester.
3) It can start in January.
4) You get absolutely no credit for it-probably not
even Jan Plan credit.
5) This is not permanent or summer job placement;
it is essentially a leave of absence from Colby with
help from the administration.
If you are interested in this program , Sid Farr
in the Placement Office, 110 Lovejoy, has further
information.
^
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easy to play. Nevertheless there is a technique
to playing the bells. Each note must be
struck firmly to achieve a clear belltone , and
to avoid sluring the melody must not be played
rapidly.
Some students have objected to the
concerts on the grounds that a 12:15 bell
recital can be rather distractin g during classes '
or too loud if you 're still sleeping. Others
feel the concert is an uplifting experience.
There is unfortunately no compromising
solution as a real appreciation of the bells is
due for the most part , to their loudness.
For any complaints it might be noted that the
bells are a free cultural experience and should
for that reason alone, be appreciated , if
grudgingly, by all.
Projecting into the future... Special
concerts have been arranged for the weeks
between Thanksgiving vacation and Christmas
vacation.
Selected Christmas music will bo
played twice a day at 12:15 and at 5:00,
in hopes that the Christmas spirit might pervade
tho campus.
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POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE

VIETNAM - War Is Peace
Jeff Frankel
Currently , one does not see or hear very much
about Vietnam in the news media. This can be under
stood in light of the recent and surprising developments in the national and international spheres. But
even before the Middle East again erupted into war
and Agnew dropp ed out of his own war , news concerning Vietnam , if it ever made its way into the
newspapers , was usually buried with the want-ads.
This can be understood if one considers the Ameri
can way of looking at things. Prepared by Henry
Kissinger 's statement late last year that "peace is at
hand ," the American people eagerly and readily
accepted the "fact" last January that the war was
really over. After all, a treaty had been signed, the
fighting had stopped and America and her POW's
had come home. Americans who had waited a long
time for this eleven-year war to end j umped at the
official sign that the war was finally over. To most
Americans a treaty is a treaty and peace.
This article would like to make the distinction
that the war in Vietnam , while militarily over for
Ameri ca, has in fact only entered a new and more
deadly p hase for those concerned parties in Indochina. Battles still rage and see-saw across South
Vietnam and Cambodia , the only difference now
being that American military forces are no longer
engaged in the conflict.
There are several reasons why the Indochina war
continues on. In order to present them it must first
be established that the contention of this article is
that the North Vietnamese have no real intention of
agreeing to any peace terms that would leave them
short of their ultimate goal: the imposition of Communist regimes in South Vietnam and her neighboring
nations. In other words, there has been no change in
Hanoi's policies. This point , in addition to being
this article 's contention , is also the major stumbling;
block to a peace in Indochina.
Why then did Hanoi on January 27 , 1973 agree to
a peace agreement? North Vietnam actually had much
to gain by "agreeing" to peace. Hanoi's position was
currently very poor. With President Nixon recently
elected for another term Hanoi knew that he would
not hesitate to take the necessary steps to end the
conflict one way or another, Ample proof of this
was the Christmas bombing which reduced North
Vietnam to a pile of bricks. This was the determining factor. A nation with only a supply of broken
bricks can not continue a full-scale successful war.
Also, the mining of North Vietnam 's harbors cut her
off from the supplies that had maintained her in the
past. Hanoi needed a period of time to recover and
by

eco: eco

by Martha N ist
Colby Environmental Council-what function
does a group of this nature have on Colby campus?
Quite an important one! CE.C. plays a large part in
the supervision and upkeep of a significant am ount of
the college grounds. Under the supervision of C.E.C.
and the student-caretaker of the arboretum , Stuart
Michcner , the arboretum trails have been cleared and
reblazcd for student use. A. nature trail institute d by
Joel Ossoff and Thane Pratt is open to interested students, There is a guide which accompanies the nature
walk . CE.C, would like to request that this guide
he returned to the box at the end of the trail , as the
supply is limited. (Thank you l) C.E.C, also has the
responsibility of keeping the Colby-Marston Preserve ("the bog") adequately posted to protect it
from overuse and misuse by trespassers. As n part
of its regular functions , the Council sponsors speakers
once a month , maintains a paper-recycling program
on campu s, as well as organizing maple syruping in
the spring.
The Colby Environmental Council holds a wealth
of untapped resources for all students. Files arc
ma inta ine d , complete records of all C.E.C, activitie s,
information from conservation and consumer Interest

rebuild.
In addition , Hanoi's last invasion attempt in South
Vietnam was a failure, mainly "due to American military power. Beside this , the Soviet Union and Communist China, although continuing to supply North
Vietnam with equipment , were advising her to sign
a peace treaty. Both of these powers were seeking
detente and .economic aid from the United States and
i
they realized that the continuing war would only
lessen their own chances of achieving these goals.
And so Hanoi went to the peace table , actually seeking
a breathing space and also because they knew that a
peace treaty would get the United States out of Vietnam and off their backs.
If one accepts the above contention that the North
Vietnamese were not really seeking a final end to the
war in January, much of the cease-fire agreement makes
very humorou s reading. A ccording to the pact,
immediately after the agreed-upon cease-fire, b oth
sides w ill "achieve national reconciliation and concord , end hatred and enmity, prohibit all acts of reprisal and ensure the democratic liberties of the
people."
Surely it takes more than words and signatures to
bury the hatred and ideological differences between
two groups that have been at war for all these years.
In reality a peace treaty can only verbalize the supposed
posedly true feelings of the parties involved ; it has
no greater power.
It therefore seems equally naive to believe that as
stated in the truce, North and South Vietnam will be
able to set up a N ational Council of National Reconciliation and Concord with the purpose of organizing
"free and democratic general elections" to decide the
political future of South Vietnam , the first step in
the proposed peaceful reunification of Vietnam.
Despite the unfeasibility of these and other provisions, the peace treaty had a great effect on the
situation in Indochina. 'Obviously it ended America 's
military role , giving Hanoi a new lease on life while
decreasing Saigon's military advantage. The treaty
legitimized for the first time a communist presence
in South Vietnam by allowing them to retain 145 ,000
troops there. Similarly, by sig n ing th e tr ea ty, North
Vietnam recognized the existence and sovereignty
of South Vietnam and its government , an admission
that the North has always refused to make in the past.
The basic flaw in the treaty is that it did not
settle the question of who is going to control South
Vietnam , but rather left it up to the course of events.
As a result both sides immediately engaged in landgrabbing battles in an attempt to control the most
area and people in the event of a future election. The

groups throughout the state and the nation as well as
information about the Colby campus , the arboretum
and the bog. The C B.C. office in Foss Classroom
contains not only C.E.C. files, but also shelves of
books and magazines of environmental interest which
can be taken out on loan by Colby students. To
become aware of what is happening in the area as far
as meetings, hearings and other environmental goodies ,
check either the C.E.C. bulletin board in Foss lounge
or the one outside the Spa. C.E.C. has a lot to offerplease take advantage!

Washington
Semester

The Washington Semester Program , sponsored through American University in Washington , D, C , is presently receiving applications
for the 1974 spring program , Colby will be
send ing one or two students.
The progra m, consisting of 150 students
from approximately 50 schools throu ghout
the country, is divided into three units of
study: American Government, Urban Affairs ,
and International Relations.
Each student spends the semester in one
of the three units, In addition to the seminars
and leadings , which comprise the equivalent

established International Commission of Control and
Supervision, composed of 1,160 men from Canad a,
Hungary, Indonesia and Po land , for the purpose of
policing the truce, could do little to maintain the
cease-fire even when they were in agreement , whr '
they seldom were.
Needless to say, the cease-fire agreemen t was continaully violated by both sides in Vietnam and the
inadequate provision regarding Cambodia did
equally little to lessen the fighting there .
As a result , a second cease-fire was signed and
issued in Paris on June 13 , 1973. Basically a repetition of the first agreement , it stressed those points
that the signing parties felt had been violated. To
date this second issuance has had as little positive
effect as its predecessor, The South Vietnamese government refuses to establish the body for a coalition
government and the opposition , for their part , refuses to agree to hold general elections since they
currently control only about ten to fifteen percent
of the land. And so the fighting continues. In
Cambodia the capital city is surrounded by the opposition and is in constant danger of falling.
The failure of the cease-fire agreements implies
several things. With the exception of defeating the
en emy the United States did all it could to bring
the war to an end on its own terms. It got what it
considered the necessities for peace on paper and
them itself got out. For the American public the
fact that a war still rages may not matter as long as
they are not involved in it. For those parties still
engaged in Vietnam , however , that fact is very real.
Both sides realize that no progress is being made
toward peace or whatever goal they may have, a reali
zation that will only prompt them to seek their objectives by other means.
The North Vietnamese have been building up a
section of South Vietnam which has become known
as the "Third Vietnam. " Here they have constructed
permanent roads, airfields , military installations and
have brought in military supplies and thousands of
settlers from the North. Military observers consider
this development the first new move by the North
to gain control of South Vietnam. With this area as
a springboard , the opposition could conceivably
accomplish this goal.
The real tests in Vietnam will come soon. The
monsoon rainy season ends in October . Afterward s
military operations can begin and the intentions
of all parties should be clear. Then we will see if
Hanoi's attitude was correctly expressed by their
chief military strategist , General Giap, "Peace is a
continuation of war by other means."
of two courses, students are required to work
on an independent research project to be
based on interviews and backed up by research.
Students also choose to participate in an
internship of their choice relating to the field
of study or elect a course at American University
The American National Government Unit
concentrates on the three branches of government
and related topics such as the press, campaign
and lobbying procedures. Seminars in the past
have been held with Congressional staff
members, Supreme Court justices, ex-justices,
executive branch aides , and others.
Students in the Urban Affairs Unit
examine problems concerning urban poverty
and welfare , criminal jus tice, education ,
housing and transportation. Seminars and
field trips are held with specialists in the
field such as judges , lawyers , social workers,
planners in the Department of Housing and
Urban Development and the Department of
Transportation ,
The International Relations Unit considers
the problems and development of the third
world as well as other topics of international „
concern. The seminars include meetings with
specialists at the State Department , the World
Bank and the United Nations.
If you are interested or have any questions,
contact Mr. Maisel of the Government Department
in Miller Library by Monday, October 29.

To the Editors :

Pax Colb iana
With the defeat of the Legislative Review
proposal at the faculty meeting it seems that
the last possibilities of Con-Con II have been
exhausted. A year and a half later, the sum
of Constitutional Convention rhetoric and
two semesters' labor by Con-Con II's creation, the Committee on Committees and
Governance is* nothing.
This is a fitting conclusion. Con-Con II
failed back in April, 1972 when , instead of
forming a solid alliance with the students,
the faculty split and allowed the corporate
over-ride (the name given the proposed student-faculty senate veto power over the
Board of Trustee and Administrative decisions) to be compromised. Unless the power
structure of the university was changed, any
proposal gained little influence for the faculty and students. The Legislative Review
Committee was such a proposal. Only vaguely
did it resemble a Faculty-Student Senate.
With or without Legislative Reveiw, Colby 's
most important decisions will not be made
by those for whom the institution exists—
the students and their teachers. Their complaints may be registered , their "influence"
may be felt, but decisions will ultimately be
made by Eustis and the Board.
There are no Con-Con Ill s on the horizon. But if such a chance appears , the faculty
and students should take advantage of it and
remembering the lessons of Con-Con II ,
combine their forces. Until that time the two
groups must wait through a "generation of
peace," a Pax Colbiana.

Recently there have been a number of
extraordinary events throughout the world
and nation. First the Watergate, the disintegration of our national government. The
Mideast was thrown into turmoil. Amidst
all this, during the last two weeks the southern
U. S. has been inundated with extraterrestrial
visits and U. F. O. sightings. Then , Sunday
night another shattering blow was delt our
government . Top officials went bananas.
The minds that govern 200 million people
have gone haywire. Could it be that these
once respected minds are being influenced by
some great psychological force unbeknownst
to us all??? Is there a connection in the
proximity of occurrence between the alien
landings and the state of anarchy that is
oozing over the globe? Are the world politics
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being undermined by extraterrestrial forces?
Have these alien beings found themselves
homeless due to some great calamity on their
native planet? Are these visitors scouts seeking
a new home for a homeless race? Are they
preparing the earth for the immigration of
their fellow s? Could they mean to subtly
bring about the destruction of humanity by
creating a state of total anarchy? The answer
is yes! If reports from centuries past are to
be believed (and there is no reason that they
should not), then the chaos we are now
experiencing may have been years in the
planning.
Or mayhap, after years of study, th ey
h ave determined that this planet is uninhabitable unless it be purged of the corruption
rampant among our leaders. They may be the
bringers pf a new age of humanitarianism ,
to be worshipped and hailed as mesiahs bringing
welcome deliverance to our distraught race.
Or would mankind be best advised to away,
to 'flee to the depths of the oceans, to the
heights of the mountains, to the wastelands
of the deserts from these possibly inescapable
beings?

¦

Colby Today -

Nowhere Tomorrow

The student might have expected something different from the inappropriately
titled lecture on the "Magnificent Irrelevance of the Liberal Arts Education! 'Publicity posters gave the impression that Dr.
Reynolds, president of Bates, would denigrate the traditional idyllic pursuits of
truth and knowledge and expound on the
need for colleges to develop a more practical orientation. Instead , Reynolds espoused the virtues of a liberal arts education as it presently exists.
Admittedly , many of us are here because we wanted a liberal arts education
which purports to develop certain qualities, in particular a well-rounded individual, knowledgeable in a specialized field ,
And indeed , liberal arts colleges hope to
inculcate in their students the need to
think clearly, question , criticize and ponder/
This is fine except for the omnipresent
threat that once we leave the liberal arts
Utopia we are told that we are useless.
Even our revered ancient philosophers
frowned upon the individual contemplating his navel.
Reynolds is a college president; he is in
an extremely comfortable position to
exalt liberal arts. He used his liberal arts
education to get him where he is at a
time when there were jobs for B.A. degree
holders. But that was way back when a
college education was the golden key to
job opportunities. Now the situation has
changed. The goals of the liberal arts institution and those of society no longer
meet or mesh. After paying at least
$16,000 in tuition , future prospects threaten minimal salaries for obscure unpleasant job s. It j ust docs not add up.
The modern liberal arts institution can
sporadically take the student on field
trips into the "real world" through Jan
Plans, , newly established although noncrcditedtfo-operativeprograms, town-gown
goDortimUies and semesters away. Unfortunately Ctflby has been late and often an
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S. Whilton
M. Jaschke
To the stu dents:
There is a small matter of bicycles, that has
been brought to the attention of the Colby
Security Dept. It seems that out of the hundreds , here on campus , only a very few are
safe enough to be used after dark (no lights ,
no reflectors, etc.)
Also there is the manner in which bicycles
are taken care of (parked in hallway s, locked
to stairails and left in laundry rooms.)
All students should be advised to have lights
and reflectors installed on their bicycles.;
Students should be requested to move bicycles
that are left in hallways, etc. as there is a
saf ety hazard for anyone entering the buildings
at night ,
Bicycle racks were built for Mary Low, Coburn ,
Foss, Woodman and Dana Hall. If used correctly,
many more bicycles can be taken care of. I
understand in the future something better will
be done,
At this time common sense will have to be used
to cope with htis matter.
Stanley E. Crowell
Chief of Security

•

obstacle in initiating such endeavors. If
nothing else, such programs could make
the transition into the "real world" easier.
By acknowledging the trauma of the postgraduate without preparing her/him for
that "real, world ," Colby and other liberal arts colleges make the transition all
the more uncomfortable.

To the Editors:
May all those who voted for anyone but
Nixon be proud of their choice. In view of the
recent developments in national government,
could there have been a candidiate elected who
would have performed so poorly? Tricky Dick
has at last shown his hand; he's using his trump
cards and hoping; he won 't get burned. More
and more people who were behind Nixon in
the last election have come to question his
motives and tactics. Many have come to realize tha t he is not the President he said he
would be. He loves being the Big Man
in the White House. The power trip of the
Presidency has gone to his head, and he's
not about to relinquish that pow er. Only
when he is removed from office will the country
be on a healthier road. It is a serious step
to impeach a President but Nixon is a serious situation , and I'm glad to see some members of Congress taking this situation very seriously.
Signed ,
Had Enuf Nixon
Bill Howe

more letters ...
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An open letter to the Colby community :
There seems to be an erroneous impression on
this campus that the Echo is an elitist organization.
We do not want this to be the case. Three editors
with their heads buried in glue and blue pencils
cannot possibly be aware of all that happens at Colby. We need those of you who are involved with interesting and important projects and events to write
articles about them. Just send them to Runnals or
call ext, 240 and we can find some intrepid reporter
to cover the news or feature . Our staff of dependable
reporters if very small. We would like to have more
of you writing for the Echo on a regular basis, or
merely when inspiration strikes.
The Editors

Gcmpinq
Gkkmi

by Barbara Forney
Some things really irritate me and The V illage
Candlelight (Rt. 210 in Skowhegan) is going to get
blasted. With all due respect to ecology and the fuel
crisis,etc., etc., it takes nerve ( and negligence) for a
restaurant to serve not one but four cold dinners. Cold
french onion soup-cold roast beef-cold fried oysters
cold roast iamb—cold lobster—cold baked potatoescold mashed potato-cold green beans-cold creamed
cauliflower! (p.s. even cold coffee)
I can hardly comment on the quality of the food
in an objective fashion—the experience was rather
disastrous.
To our waitress: I don't care if Burt Reynolds
(or the sex symbol of your choice) is waiting for youdo not attempt to clear before I am done eating. If
there is food on my plate, and my fork is in my
hand-I am not done, and any attempt to rush me
will not be regarded kindly.
O kay, now that I have vented my agitation , the
Friday night menu ranges from $4.50 to $7.95. It
is basically American food with a little seafood. :
Rumor has it that the Saturday buffe t is very goodI do not know. The physica l layout of the restaurant
is nice enough , rustic with a big fireplace. Please
put a fire in the fireplace and dim the overhead
lights.
I cannot imagine that I had a representative meal
at the Village Candlelight. Were that true—they would
be out of business.

The Magnificent Irrelevance

At This Poin t In Time
by Shelley Weiner
I w ish I could w holeheartedly agree with the view
points expressed by Dr. Thomas Hedley Reynolds,
president of Bates College, in his address at the convb
cation of Bixler and Dana scho lars. His visions are
noble, his ideology is very much in keeping with the
classic examples of the liberal arts education. Yet ,
and I must admit that personal experience speaks
for itself , I could not help but think how irrelevant
Dr. Reynold's views on irrelevance truly are.
Dr. Reynolds is a graduate of Williams, with a
doctorate fro m Columbia. He has been involved
throughout his academic career in liberal arts programs. Prior to his present appointment , he was
chairman of the department of history and dean of
the college at Middlebury . At Commencement 1969,
Colby conferred on him an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree. His record is one in keeping with the finest
traditions of the liberal arts.
His address began with a descrip tion of some of
the facets of our American ideology: the importance
of the individual, property, contract and fre e competition. The Founding Fathers believed that reality
was as the individual perceived it.. Government was
a necessary evil, freedom was guaranteed by law and
no ruler could get action taken without a ju ry. To
these men, life and liberty were enshrined in the Constitution. A man's property was protected from the
power of the state by that small, weak government.
The action and movement of and in society was
guaranteed by the sacred contract. It allowed individuals to do business as they pleased /without govern
ment intervention, and in the best spirit of free competition. Besides these basic tenets of the American
ideology, there persisted a high regard for life itself , a belief in the right of man to pursu e his own
course of action both in the spiritual and political
context.
In this day and age of , as the Watergate witnesses
are wont to say, "at this point in time, " we see
clear evidence of a breakdown in America today . The
individual ro le has been shifted to the study of the
group, as exemplified by "The Ghetto." Government
has changed markedly. Yet , as late as Calvin Coolidge,
we still heard echoes of that founding philosophy "The business of America is business." But we follow
this attitude with that of Hoover , whose primary
concerns were technology and efficiency, through
to Eisenhower and Kennedy and , finally , to Richard
M. Nixon. What we see is that government is no
longer part of the real belief of our time. This attitude of distrust has only been whetted by the thirdrate burglary of two summers ago and the very recent
and random hirings and firings at the executive level.
Life and liberty have been subjugated to the rising

Over Fort y Student s
Atte nd PIRG Workshop
Representatives from six Maine college campuses
met last weekend (Oct, 13 and 14) to discuss priorities,
p rojects and courses of action for PI RG . Local Board
members fro m the University of Maine at Orono,
Farmington , Portland-Gorham , Colby, Bates, Bowdoin ,
and the University of Maine Law School spent Saturday and Sunday discussing the organizational
structure of PlRG's student-staff functions and proj ects, .
Students voted to direct the staff to investigate
four major project possibilities: energy , land development , the paper industry , and occu pational health
and safety. In the next three weeks the staff will be
investigating these four areas in order to determine
what is a feasible project for PIRG . The staff was
also asked to design "cookbook" projects that would
bo done largely by students and could be completed
within a months time. Those cookbook projects are
intended to focus more on student problems, whereas
extended and ongoing student-staff research will have
a larger citizen impact.

Another important outcome of the pirg .workshop
was the creation of a monitoring system, By 'monitoring specific topics within the state , it is hoped
that students will gain a special expertise in that
area , become valuable resource persons and initiate
project proposals, Governmental agencies , the legislature , private groups newspapers , research institutes,
and other sources pertinent to the topics wtj l be constantly monitored and compiled. Topics to be monitored include : Health , air pollution , water pollution ,
energy , land use, housing, transportation , power,
corporations/taxes, education and child problems ,
communication (TV, radio and other communication issues), recreation , courts/prisons, women 's
rights , Indian and Franco-American rights, senior
citizens, welfare , ngriculture/fishing/economy , labor ,
local city council, and general consumer problems.
Students Interested in monitoring a topic should
contact the Colby PIRG. Final < decisions to specific
project topics will bo made on November 4th at the
State Board meeting, which will be held in Wntcrvillo
at Colby.

rate of crime and violence in the cities. Even property
has been restricted by a government which now controls prices, wages and quality. Business needs the
government more today than it ever did . Perhaps the
best example of governmental control of property
in the largest sense is the income tax which has recently been suggested as a deterrent to political dissidents who, in their public and private statements, have
revealed themselves as possible "enemies" to the
state.
There is a sickening malaise spreading across the
country as a result of these violations of b asic beliefs. Dr. Reynold's solutions, as has been stated
before, are quite noble. He believes that we need a

"new enlightenment ," which requires more liberal
arts education , and thi s, in turn will produce the
necessary generation of thinkers.
I cannot gripe about my education at Colby College. I have grown up and have been exposed to many
ideas and ideologies the likes of which most of my
friends back in New York City will never even hear of.
Yet , the ultimate question will be whether or not
you can use your new knowledge out there in the
"real world ." Unfortunately, I find more and more of
my graduate friends drifting along with very little
possibilities open to them. Economic necessity has
ereajed the distrust of the college aristocracy. Liberal arts is now viewed as an irrelevant institution.
What I hold is this: until the economic and political
conventions of this country take a turn sometime
in the future , liberal arts will remain irrelevant. I
commend Dr. Reynolds in his idealistic vision but
I , for one , can not help but view my education as enlightening, exciting yet one-sided.
Unfortunately, the ultimate question remains:
"But can you type?"

mairtgala

and
ensembles

by Winfield Policy
In spite of the stigma attached to the use
of cliches in journalism , one must admit that
if hard pressed, for a description of the New
York Pro Musica Antiqua's performance here
at Colby , one could not put it more precisely
than "they lived up to their reputation. " On
Wednesday, Oct. 17. the group of talented
musicians, comprised of five vocalists and five
instrumentalists, gave a virtually flawless performance of music of Elizabethan and Jacobean
England. The program was so arranged as to
offer a wide variety of love songs which together told the story of a love affair , as well
as provided pieces in which all the members
of the group could display their virtuosity
as soloists and in various ensembles. Especially
dazzling was a set of variations on "When Daphne
from Phoebus did Fly ", for recorder with
harpsichord and two lutes, in which Shelly
Gruskin amazed the audience with his deft
handling of the moto perpetuo passages
at breakneck speed.
What impressed the audience , however, was
not merely the technical mastery of the
performers, but their youthful vitality and versatility, which afforded the renditions infinitely
more than virtuosity and authenticity alone.
Each vocalist was an actor with trained stage
presence who did not ju st sing, but acted.
Each , as well, was a percussionist , while the
wind players possessed a command over
numerous authentic instruments of the period. The audience was, needless to say, receptive to the group, and often amused , as
with the conspicuous cazoo-like tone quality
of the crumhorn s used in one place.
Some of the most beautiful music of
the evening was found in the madrigals that
comprised a good portion of the program.
Here the vocalists' acute sense of balance was
especially evident , as every line was carefully
shaped to blend into a unified , balanced whole ,
and all with a discerning eye to minute expressive details. Likewise , the instrumentalists
exhibited a highly skilled sense of ensemble
playing, to such a degree , in fact , that one
wonders if the original players were so exacting in their renditions.
The vocal solos were masterpieces of tonal
purity, the first , a selection from Philip
Rosseter 's Book of Airs , offered by countertenor Daniel Collins accompanied by harpsichordist Frederick Renz, The piece (which :
was proceeded by a brief instrumental ensemble)
set the mood perfectly for all that was to
follow. The next solo was by .soprano Christine
Whittlesey, from Thomas Campian 's Fourth
Booke of Ayres. The listener was impressed
with the intoxicating clarity of her voice in
both this and her later solo with lute aecom'p an
iment from John Dowland's Third Booke of
Songs or Ayres.
In her solo from Campian 's Third Booke
of Ayres, soprano Anne Tedards commanded
complete control over the often complex
ornaments. One found that her voice had an
appropriate fold quality that fit the material
admirably. This is not to suggest anything
short of perfection in her vocal style, but only
a trait that might render it less desirable for
opera.
Of the remaining vocalists, Tenor Ray
DeVoll had the mellower voice that blended
well with the lute in his solo from Dowland's
First Booke of Songs or Ayres. Bass Rodney
Godshall proved to be a dynamic singer , whose
stature fit the stereotype bass to perfection .
Some mention should be made of other
highlights of the program , such as the stunning
continued on page seven
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by B. Smith
Last Friday night there was a rare treat in the
Coffee House : good music. The roost of an
endless chain of putrid folk guitarists and formerly
the home of "dem ol' Chicago blues", Colby 's
own heavy hangout staged its first musical event
since flutist Lloyd McNeil captivated us last spring.
Somewhat deceptively billed as a jazz band , East
Benton 's UTYHA more than saturated the cellar
with orgasmic barrages of intense original material.
For those who expected jazz , fortunately there
was some. For those who expected boogie,
fortunately there was none.
!
UTYHA'S music, like the music of McLaughlin ,
Coryell , Weather Report , lately Miles Davis, and
wg Note: The author has req uested the withholding
others is an elusive commodity to define. At
' of her name. She has written a mature review, ^ best , it combines the impact of electronics with
J
but reader tesponse may not be equally mature, m the subtlety of inventive human control. At
"The Devil in Miss Jones" is touted as
M
worst it allows itse lf to roam in a cacaphony of
B one of the better erotic films released recently. §|
Igj
noise in which the machinery becomes the master.
Iff ', UTYHA was better more often than it was bad .
|U I was not particularly impressed nor aroused'
it , but the guy who . went with me thought H|j
The original pieces consisted of series of
that it was a "go od" skin flick. "Good" is
Hj rhythmic patterns pieced together with interesting
Ib within
y
the context of the genre of pornographic HI though occasionally ragged bridges. The band
films, i.e. the plot was not great nor even
g|i was partly plagued by poor balance , but this was
particularly pertinent , the set quality was uneven , Bi essentially the fault of the bass player whose
the acting was poor , and the photography was
excessive volume tended to obscure not only the
mediocre , but there was lots of skin used in
playing of the sax player , but also the extreme
a variety of ways, some of which certainly
technical virtuosity of the lead guitarist whose
stretched the credulity of the females in the
breaks were too few and too abbreviated. The
audience. (Why would the heroine do that? !)
keyboard player made frequent polished musical
The fact remains that I did not particstatements, possibly the most memorable occuring
ularly like the movie, b u t guys I ha ve talked
in the final unrehearsed jam. The Waterville sax
to did. After thinking about it , I concluded
pl aye r (ye s, there are actually non-boogie type
that "The Devil in Miss Jones" (like most
musicians apparently living in Waterville) managed
pornography) contains essentially male fantasies ,
to overcome some initial nervousness and improved
which are very different from female fantasies.
noticeably throughout the night achieving a certain
What would then make "The Devil in Miss
triumph in the late-in-the-third-set repeat of the
Jones " a superior skin flick , from a male point
even ing 's first piece in which the bass player's
of-view , is the explicit portrayal of a wide
amp had , not surprisingly, blown out. The drummer
variety of male fantasies.
did an admirable jo b of keeping the band tight
Every blue movie contains a number of
during the many sequences of unusual time ,
prerequisite sequences, for examples masturbation
despite a somewhat repetitious snare riff which
by the females , at least one lesbian sequence ,
he constantly returned to and despite an uninspired
and fellatio (with ejaculation). Another very
solo technique.
distinctive feature of celluloid pornography is the
Those who stayed late into the night witnessed
extremely virile but essentially passive male. The
some exceptional musicianship by a band which ,
female (whether virgin or experienced) is the
with the right managemen t, will find many receptive
aggressor. She has "hot pants ". He j ust lies
aud iences. They deserved more than the typical
there and enjoys her attention.
adolescently boozy Colby audience which seems
Two themes which appear in this . erotic
to infest most musical events on this campus.
If the Coff ee House is ever to attract more than the
movie are the penis size fixation and the vircertain weekly clique whose propensity it is to
ginity syndrome. These originate in erotic
turn every concert into a hand-clapping hootenany,
literature. (Please note: The Pearl , My Secret
Life, Justine , Juliette) Virginity is not always
it will have to continue to provide the kind of
present in blue movies, but if it is portrayed
sophisticated music which UTYHA presented and
here 's how it goes-the girl is virgin-wants the
which is now only a one or two times a semester
man-is a little scared-is moderately coerccda scream of pain-immediate moans of ple<isurcorgasm. First time every time. So much for
male fantasy about feminine response, There
is the strong implication that all women are
potential nymphomaniacs.
Penis size is another fantasy which seems
to obcess the male. In neither film nor literature will the audience ever be exposed to
anything less than a huge penis. I suppose
it is a matter of masculine pride that the
virility symbol should be extremely well endowed. Frankly, a penis that big looks downright painful!
To my way of thinking, explicit sex is
M^
not necessarily erotic sex. The movie was
jp
certainly explicit-there could be no question
§L
but that the action was not faked. But that
W
did not make it arousing, because these fanfc
tasisos did not appeal to me, I found the
Jm
treatment of the females and their motivation
mm
not only alien but essentially repulsive. There- wSM
fore , the sex in tho film was not only uncrotic .
MsM
but also demeaning.
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by Gail Chase
Michael Cacoyannis' earthy and passionate screen
adaptation of Nikos Kazantzakis' Zorba the Greek
will be Film Direction's "feature attraction", as
they say in the trade, tomorrow night. Alan Bates,
Anthony Quinn, Irene Pappas and Lila Kedrova
(in the role for which she won an Academy
Aw ard) are featured , as is Mikis Theodorakis'
exciting score. The film , made in 1966 , remains
one of the finest screen adaptation s of a literary
mast erpiece , occasioned at least in part, by the
fact that it was Kazantzakis himself who chose
Cacoyannis as the director he wished to film
his book.
Accompanying Zorba will be Abbott Meader 's
fil m "sketch" of his series of 24 paintings, Angel
of the Hours. Meader uses camera time to connect
the series of paintings, so the center of the film
is variations on the 24 images. The effect is of
animation , although the film is not , technically,
animated.
PLEASE NOTE: Two showings of Zorba
the Greek and Angel of the Hours are now scheduled
6:30 and 9:30, rather than the previously scheduled
7:30 showing. Still in Lovej oy, still I S i . .

Former
Ambassador
To Speak

W. Walton Butterworth, U.S. Ambassador to
Canada from 1963 to 1968, will be a visiting professor
at Colby next week, under the sponsorship of the
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation. In
addition to his Canadian assignment , Butterworth also
held a special post on the Iberian Peninsula during
World War II and was assigned to China in 1946, at
the time of the civil war there.
A graduate of Princeton and a Rhodes Scholar ,
Butterworth first entered the foreign service in
1928. Many of his earlier posts were oriented around
economic affairs : he was a member of the Committee
on Trade in relation to the Lend-Lease Program and
in charge of economic and financial affairs at the
Madrid embassy during World War II. Later he was
appointed U.S. representative to the European
Coal and Steel Community , which later became the
European Economic Community and the European
Atomic Energy Community. As representative to
all three communities, Butterworth served as liaison
between the U.S. and the negotiations of the original
six member nations of the European Common
Market.
Although much of Butterworth's experience has
been in European affairs , for a time he was also involved with the Far East . In 1946 he took charge
of the U.S. Embassy in Nanking, in the hopes of
resolving the civil war there. Later he was called back
to Washington as Assistant Secretary of State for
Far Eastern Affairs under President Truman.
The program that brings Butterworth to Colby
draws representatives from business, industry, public
affairs , and the professions and places them on
college campuses as visiting professors , known as
Woodrow Wilson Senior Fellows. The program is
funded by a grant from the Lilly Endowment of
Indianapolis .
Faunce from page one
While employed by the Associated Industries of
Maine , a group of 250 Maine manufacturers , Mr. Faunce
will be a registered lobbyist. Thus his work will
consist of aiding in the protection of manufacturing
interests by keeping the manufacturers informed
of any legislative action which might affect them.
Although Mr, Faunce is aware that industrial
lobbyists arc regarded as the "bad guys,"" he views
this as an exaggeration not warranting much worry ,
on his part. Instead he anticipate s involving himself
in interesting and enjoyable work.

Public Power from page one
There are several advantages of a state-controlled
public Authority. One is that a state-wide power
authority paying no taxes could sell power to private
and cooperative utility systems at cheaper rates,
therefore at less cost to the consumer. A lso, since PAM
could be a state agency rather than a local one, and since
it would pay into the state's General Fund , an overall
reductions in taxes could conceivably occur , beca u se
the money could be distributed to communities
where the Power Authority was not located. This
situation would be unlike the present one , for although
Maine Yankee relieves the tax burden in the one par. ticular town where it is located , it does not help other
communities with its property taxes.
Aside from the financial benefits , there are also
environmental advantages. Little pollution results
from the generation of power , but energy is a natural resource that must be used wisely. A public corporation such as PAM would be more responsive to
public concern f or the environment and more disposed to comply with environmental regulations. Its
main interest would be in supplying sufficient power
for the state and other adjacent regions, rather than in
making a grandiose profit.
A third advantage would be that all the records of
PAM would be open to scrutiny by the Governor ,
legislature, and bond holders. Thusvarious details
and operations could be made known publicly if
necessary.
The opposition, also cites what they consider detriments of PAM. The power authority will have power of
eminent domain for lands, meaning that dtcould take

areas such as parks, reservations, and highways as
building sites. Also, conservation-minded critics claim
that cheaper rates may encourage increased use of
electric power which may be unnecessary. It is interesting to note that the Natural R esource Commission
takes no stand either favoring or opposing the issue,
but it does advise careful consideration be given to
the proposal. There is also an ideological opposition
on the grounds that a public power authority hurts
the potential expansion of private corporations.
There is a fear that a public agency will take over private utilities. Finally, it is argued that if PAM comes
in, the state will lose taxes paid by private corporations, such as Maine Yankee. These arguments have
been refuted , however, by the fact that PAM will not
take over other utilities, but w ill co-exist with them to
supply necessary power. Also, since -these utilities
would still be in existence after the establishment of
PAM , they will continue to pay taxes as they have
done previously.
Both sides are trying to influence the voter.
Already the committee against PAM has had adver- tisements on television and radio asserting their reasons
for their position. Because the committee favoring PAM
is limited in funds, they are waiting ' until the final
week before elections to launch a televised advertising
campaign , hoping to reach the public most effectively
in this manner.
The issue is critical because of the importance of
energy. If the proposal is enacted , then residents in
Maine and surrounding areas can be assured that there
is a council working on their behalf to conserve and
implement with care this valuable natural resource.
Faculty from page one
met frequently for an entire year, attempting to clarify
their mandate from Con Con II , and deciding how to
implement that mandate.
The CCG submitted their final report in June of
1973. Their proposal was two-fold . First, ten college
committees were deemed redundant and recommended
to be abolished; eight other committees carried suggestions for augmenting or reducing members. The second
and most important part of the CCG report concerned
the faculty-student senate, or , as it came to be know,
the Legisla tive Review Committee. In its f inal f orm.
this committee was to consist of five faculty, five
students and three administrators. Its purpose was to
"provide the community with a structure by which
they may appeal a decision made by the Faculty
Meeting and/or by Student Government." There were
to be two bases for such appeals: when "proper procedure has been violated ," or when "factors or concern s significant within the overall community have
been misrepresented or improperly neglected. " The
CCG proposa l suggested implementation of the Review
Committee for a trial period of one year , after which
the Faculty Meeting and Student Government would
reconsider its effectiveness.
In order for the CCG proposal to be accepted ,
both the Faculty in Meeting Assembled and Student
Government would have to pass the proposal . The
faculty defeated it , and Stu-G is still discussing the
subject , but defeat appears imminent. The faculty
was not expected to vote favorably, since most
faculty members were against a Senate in any form ,
as illustrated by Con-Con II. Likewise , Stu-G anticipated rejection of the CCG report because the final
form of the Senate differed so greatly from the one
first envisioned,
Musica continued from page six
harpsichord solo from the Fitzwilliam Virginal
Book , Stan Charkey 's selection , Fortune My
Foe for solo lute , by Dowland , and Wendy
Gillespie 's virtuosjc offering of a solo lyra
viol piece by Tobias Hume. In any case , the
audience left that evening more than just
satisfied. The concert served to further
The New York Pro Musica Antiqua 's reputation
as one of the finest groups of performers of
the music prior to Bach , if , of course, anyone
was foolish enough to doubt that reputation
beforehand.

Terrors
Tumble

Gay Peterson
The Colby women's tennis team had to adjust
to a new experience on Wednesday , October 17.
They lost. The University of Maine at PortlandGorham was the scene of this tragic tale, which
put an end to a potential no-loss season. There
were extenuating circumstances : four top players
were unable to compete because they w ere entered
in The New Englands scheduled for the following
weekend. Just the same, the "Tennis Terrors",
or what was left of them , put up a good fight.
The final score was a close 3-2.
Susie Benson fell beneath the wrath of a
Po Go racket with a final score of 6-0 , 6-0.
Lynnie Bruce of Colby held together for three
close sets, 6-4, 6-7, 6-2, and Carolyn Frazier
regained face for Colby by clobbering Rose Bard ,
6-0, 6-0. The double games were split , w ith
Karen Gikas and Terry Cressey winning 6-3 , 6-3
and Val Jones and Mary Mabon losing, 7-5,
4-6, 6-2.
by

Squash Squaring
Away
A Maine Squash League is being formed
in the Portland/Brunswick area. It will consist
hopefully of eight teams-three teams from the
faculty and community of Bowdoin , two teams
from the Bowdoin varsity, two from the
Portland Y, and one from the Colby community.
Each team plays once a week (every
Thursday) starting at 6:00 p.m. A team consists
of five players, although each team should
maintain an eight or nine man ladder so as to
assure a full team each Thursday.
Each team receives one point per match
won , so every Thursday a team could conceivably win 5 points. The team with the
most points at the end of the season shall
be declared the Maine Champs.
Anyone from the Colby faculty, staff
or student body who is interested in participating please contact Frank Stephenson , Ext. 268.
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SERVE
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For Information
Write to:
VOCATION CENTER
Cor Jesu Terrace
Pascoag, R. I. Q8859

Fumble

by Dan Rapaport
Interceptions and penalties, penalties and interceptions, it was getting to be like a repeat of a bad
movie, as mistakes plagued Colby College once more.
The Mules were in the process of dropping their fifth
striaght game. The recipients of this week's gifts
were the Trinity Bantams , who scored twice in the
first half on long pass plays and then hung on in the
second half as their visitors from Waterville wasted
several prime scoring opportunities.
The final score was 13-6, but , as so often is said ,
the score is not a clear indication of the contest. In
this case, it holds true , for the Mules marched up and
down the field throughout the afternoon racking
up 380 yards total offense , but were good for only
one touchdown. The Colby defense , beaten early
by the two long scoring plays, recovered for another
strong performance , limiting the opposition to just
thirty-five yards on the ground and preventing
Trinity from crossing mid-field throughout the second
half.
Despite the losing cause, the game was highlighted
by some fine individual performances on the part of
the young Mules. Co-Captain Don Joseph in his
finest game, carried twenty-three times for 111 yards
and a touchdown. Unfortunately for Colby, Joseph
suffered a shoulder separation and is listed as a doubt
ful starter for this week's clash at Bowdoin . Quarterback Jimmy Hayes ran for 118 yards as the Trinity

NOW , IN CONJ UNCTION WIT H

WATERVILLE
TRAVEL

Main St. Downtown
YOU CAN MAKE YOUR TRAVEL
RESERV ATI O NS O N C AMPU S
throu gh their new , free campus
travel service

CALL : STEVE TAIT
Ext. 359
For your comp lete travel needs

BER RY ' S
f eatur ing

STATI ONERS

PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAGWOODS - GRINDERS

DEER ON TAP
AIR CONDITIONED
TABLE SERVICE
Call Ahead lor Take-Out Service

Free delivery with $5.00 food order

872-2400 uzMMff
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MAINE
WATERVILLE
On The Conc ourse an d Main Stre et

defense keyed heavily on Pete Gorniwiecz, enabling
Joseph and Hayes to gain considerable yardage. Coach
McGee and his staff were pleased with the improved
overall blocking of the offensive line. Ron O uelette
and Paul Hatton Were cited as standout performer*.
D efensively., the whole unit looked strong, continually preventing Trinity from mounting any type of
a sustained offense . Lineman Jack Parker and linebacker Tony Shupiri were singled out by the coaches
for their efforts.
As the season approaches its sixth week , it is
clear that the Colby College football team's major
problem is its inability to come up with the long
scoring play. In ea ch game , the Mules begin drives on
their own twenty-five or thirty yard line and march
toward the opponents' goal line, only to have the
drive stall short. Each play gains but a few yards,
but sooner or later one of the young Mules makes a
mistake and another scoring chance is squelched. The
difference between the Colby team of last year , which
could score from any where on the field , and this
year's squad lies in the fact that so far this year no
Colby touchd own has come from outside the opposing ten yard line. ' This requires error-free precision ,
a skill which has eluded the young Mules.
The Mules try again this weekend at Bowdoin. A
win in Brunswick could salvage a frustrating football
season.

Battl ing Booters
Break Bates
by Brad Cohen
In an exciting game played on Wednesday, Oct. 17
the Colby College soccer team edged Bates, 3-2.
The win gave the Mule s a record of 3-2-1, and marked
the first time this season tha t they have won two in
a row.
Against Bates, the defense again was superb. The
play of goalie Bruce Carmichael has never been b etter ,
as he kept Colby in the game through the first half
with numerous great saves. After trailing 1-0 ,
Colby tied at 1-1 on Rob Spurtle 's goal. After Bates
grabbed a 2-1 lead early in the second half , sophomores
Scott Pickett and pete Carman netted back to back
goals , giving Colby the win.
The play of the fullbacks was a key in the Bates
game. Andy Bagley, Chet Hickok , Paul Pape , John
Pace and Jim Porter all played well, as they have
all season. These five , along with Carmichael , have
provided Colby with a stand-out defense that has
sparked the team throughout the season. Both of
the losses have been by 1-0 , and the lone tie was a
scoreless match wj th Lowell Tech.
Colby met UMaine-Orono yesterday, and travels
to Bowdoin on Saturday for a 10:30 a.m. game . The
Mules then will play at Bates next Tuesday at 1:30 p.m

PUBLIC OFFERING

The Mile ri Thumb
PVB

FARE

LIQUID EMBELL ISHMENTS
Beer [light arid dark ) on Tap
Wine - Imported Bottled IBeere
COCKTAILS
SNACKS
Cheeee and Da rk Bre ad
Pluae
302 Water St. 622*4637 AuQiiita
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$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days) .
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
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11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE ^2
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GET SOME LOVIN' BACK
Robh W. Atkins Co.
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Federal Career Day

Trip to Castine

The Social Council of Maine Maritime Academy
is planning its annual mixer for Saturday, Nov. 3,
to which all Colby women are cordially invited.
All overnight guests of Maine Maritime will be
housed aboard the new MMA ship T.V. STATE OF
MAINE. Colby women will be responsible for their
own transportation. Other than that there will be
no expense to them.
Tentative schedule:
Saturday, November 3:
10:30-11:30 Registration on ship
11:00-12:30 Lunch on Mess Deck
1 :-00Football stands for regimental
pass in review
1:30MMA vs. University of New Haven
11:30-5:30 Open activities
5:30-6:30 Dinner
7:00Enter tainment
8:00-12:00 Dance
Return to ship
Sunday, November 4:
8:30-9:30 Breakfast aboard Ship. Check out by
11:00 a.m.
If interested , please contact Dean Downing (cxt. 287
as soon as possible.

Gannett Lecture
Tonight , Oct. 25., Benjamin Schwartz , professor
of history and government at Harvar d University
will give a lecture on "The Concept of 'Freedom *
in China. " Prof. Schwartz has travelled extensively
in the Far East and is the author of many articles
on the subject. The lecture will be at 8 p.m. in
Given Auditor ium.

Monday, Oct. 29 Husson College will host a
Federal Career Day in the Student Lounge from
10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m, Representatives from a
variety of Federal agencies and activities such as
Farmers Home Administration , Federal Home Loan
Bank Board , Social Security Administration ,
U.S. Custom Service and U.S. Civil Service Commission will be on hand to discuss programs and
employment opportunities and to provide instruction on how to apply for Federal jobs .
Film Workshop
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Tlie President of International Picture Corp
has announced the start of a Junior Public Relations program. According to Len Miller , director
of the correspondence workshop program , there
will be no fees, costs, or charges of any kind.
Applications are available to students interested
in any phase of the entertainment field. For full
details write: International Picture Corp., 1 040
N. Las Palmas Ave., Hollywood , Calif. 90038.
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Woodrow Wilson Senior Fellow

|

W. Walton Butterw orth , former representative
to the Europea n Community, will speak on "The
Development of the European Community as I Have
Scon It ," on Wednesday, Oct. 31 at 8 p.m. in Given.
Butterworth will be a visiting lecturer at Colby from
Oct, 29 to Nov. 2, and would be happy to talk with
members of the Colby community. Students and
faculty interested in talking with him informally
should stop in to sec him nt the Miller Library office
located on the first floor near the encyclopedias.
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Concerned Citizens
in Search of
Watergate Truth
A group of concerned citizens in California
have been seeking ways to make known their
outrage at the scandalous activities of the government. They are now publishing Watergate Greeting Cards in an attempt to generate grassroots
action. Further information: P.O. Box 1190,
Goleta, Calif. 93017.

1974-1 975 in Franc e

B&G Report

Students interested in spendin g 1974-1975
in France are invited to attend the following
informational meeting at which Colby's program in
Caen will be discussed:
Date: Wednesday, October 31, 1973
Time: 3 p.m.
Place: Lovejoy 105
The meeting is open to all freshmen and soph
omores, regardless of major.

J obs in Europe
Student Overseas Services is offering a wide
range of temporary student j obs available now in
Switzerland uistria, France, and Germany. All
jobs include free room and board plus a standard
wage ranging from $140 to $350. To obtain an
SOS Handbook send name, address, school and $1
to SOs, 22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg,
Europe.

Phi Beta Kappa Lectur e
Monday, Oct. 29 Marie Borroff , well known
poet and William Lampson professor of English
at Yale, will give the Phi Beta Kappa Lecture at
8 p.m. in Given Auditorium. Her topic will be
"Creativity and the Computer." Early in the day,
at 4 p.m., Ms. Borroff will give a poetry reading
in Dunn Lounge.

Fall Concert
The Big Fall Concert will be on Friday, Nov. 2
at 9:00 p.m. at Wadsworth Gym with the
Fabulous Rhinestones and The Chri s Rhodes Band
$2.50 in the Spa , $3.00 at the door. Tapes of the
Rhinestones are being played at the ticket table
hi the Spa.

Pequod
The Pequod , Colby 's literary magazine, is now
taking submissions of poetry, prose , photography,
j!
| art work, etc. for the first issue. Submissions
j¦
may be left at the Pequod office , 135 Woodman.
Also, anyone having past issues of the Pequod
r
| who wishes to donate them to the Pequod files
may leave them at the office.
J
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Orders to Go

873-3 791

ALL HOME COOKING

Pr oud to be Your
F oodser vi ce

Blood Bank

The fo llowing articles have recently been missed:
-a bicycle from the basement of Robins-red Schwinn
2-speed
- a wallet lost in the library area
- a brown leather pocket book with braided
strap , contained checkbook and wallet
-room key and mail box key no. 671'
-Jack Kramer tennis racket taken from men 's
locker room
If anyone has any information about these arti
cles, please contact B & G .

The Regional Blood Bank will be at Colby to
accept blood donations on October 28, November
26, and December 10 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.,
in the Smith Room of Roberts Union. Those who
donate blood will cover themselves and their families
for one year in case any blood is needed. Everyone
is urged to participate in this very necessary and
worthwhile endeavor.

Math Department Seminar
Tuesday, Oct. 30 at 7 p.m. the Math Department will sponsor a seminar entitled "College
Mathematics : Academic Curiosity of Practical
Tool? " The speaker will"be Dr. J. Peter Williamson,
a specialist in taxation , investments, finance and
law and professor of business administration
at the Amos Tuck School of Business. Administration. The seminar will be held in Lovejoy 100.

CLASSIFIE DS

Humanitarian Fund
In light of the Mideast crisis, the Humanitarian
Fund program is asking for contributions to help
to continue the care and assistance of hundreds of
thousands of Israeli immigrants , including the aged ,
handicapped and the unabsorbed newcomers. The
Fund is sponsored by the Hillel Foundation , the
Colby Christian Fellowship and the Newman Club.
Make checks payable to Colby College and mail to
Prof. Jacobson Hillel Advisor.

Cyclists: If you don 't want to hassle the ride home
this fall and back next spring; store your bike with
mine just 20 miles from campus. Leave your name
at 302 Coburn by Nov . 1.
Wanted: Student to house and dog-sit two
large dogs for Christmas vacation. Call Prof .
Maisel. ext. 285 or 426-8045.
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(formerl y Tony 's Pizza)
213 Main St.
(Ne.M to Dunkin ' Donuts)

Ammm and WEBBER'S STEAK HOUSE ™ .
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There is no substitute for quality

Now additions io the IVfcnu:
Lasagna
Spag hetti
Lebanese cabbage rolls
lnportecl Wine& Beer to go
Free delivery on all orders over $5.
We now have Beer in 'Barrels!

phone: (20 7) 872-2 13$
872-7767
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on Tuesday and Thursday nights: .B L U E GRA SS WITH CHRI S PRI C KITT
One of the Best Assortments of Drinks in Town
19! > Temple Street
7.00 a.m.-l .00 a.m.
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STEREO
COMPO NENTS
MclNTOSH
KLH
ADVENT
BOSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B & 0
GARRARD

THORENS
W0LLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
J.V.C.
STA NTON
ALTEC-LANSING
REVOX
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TANDBERG
TDK (Tape )
SONY
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
SHERWOOD
SHURE
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Maine 's Largest Hi-Fidelity Dealer
CHECK US FOR PRICES
Intow/n Portland , Lewiston , Waterville
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